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DSM 5
Gambling 
Disorder

Substance-
Related and 

Addictive
Disorders

GAMBLING DISORDER
 Fenomeni di tolleranza, dipendenza, 

craving

 Ripetuti tentativi di smettere di giocare

 Interferenza in molte aree funzionali della 

vita

 Continua occupazione nel comportamento 

d’abuso nonostante le conseguenze 

avverse

 Progressiva riduzione del controllo sul 

comportamento d’abuso

 Impegno compulsivo nel comportamento 

d’abuso



 The dopaminergic mesolimbic pathway from the ventral tegmental area to

the nucleus accumbens may be involved in both substance use disorders

and pathological gambling

 Dopamine involvement in behavioral addictions is also suggested by

studies of medicated Parkinson’s Disease patients

 Diminished ventral striatal activation has also been implicated in the

craving associated with substance and behavioral addictions

 Subjects with pathological gambling demonstrated less ventral striatal

neuronal activity with fMRI while performing simulated gambling than did

control subjects, similar to observations in alcohol-dependent subjects

Neuroimaging studies

Reuter et al., 2005. Nat Neurosci,8:147-8

Wrase et al., 2007. Neuroimage,35:787–794





DAT binding in Gambling Disorder

 

	
	

 (Test U di Mann Whitney; *p<0.05) 

	

REGIONE 
GIOCATORI 

PATOLOGICI 
CONTROLLI  

DIFFERENZA 
MEDIA % 

Caudato 

destro 
3,77 ± 0,59 4,27  ± 0,41 -12%  * 

Caudato 

sinistro 
3,77 ± 0,62 4,13 ± 0,37 -9% 

Putamen 

destro 
3,05 ± 0,53 3,46 ± 0,29 -12%  * 

Putamen 

sinistro 
3,10 ± 0,56 3,48 ± 0,31 -11% 



Yip et al., 2011. The World Journal of Biological Psychiatry

Findings of decreased FA

values in the genu of the CC in

PG subjects suggest that, like

with other disorders of behavioral

dyscontrol, white matter

microstructural abnormalities

contribute to the pathophysiology

of PG.

These differences appear

particularly relevant to

individuals with remitted AA/AD.



Genetics

 In a study of male twins using the Vietnam Era Twin Registry, 12% to

20% of the genetic variation in risk for pathological gambling and 3%

to 8% of the non-shared environmental variation in risk for pathological

gambling was accounted for by risk for alcohol use disorders1

 Two-thirds (64%) of the co-occurrence between pathological gambling

and alcohol use disorders was attributable to genes that influence both

disorders, suggesting overlap in the genetically transmitted

underpinnings of both conditions

 These findings are similar to those suggesting common genetic

contributions to a range of substance use disorders2

1Slutske et al., 2000. Arch Gen Psychiatry,57:666-73
2Tsuang et al., 1998. Arch Gen Psychiatry,55:967-72 



Lobo et al., 2011. Addiction

 the heritability of PG is estimated to be 50–60%;

 PG and subclinical PG are a continuum of the same

disorder;

 PG shares genetic vulnerability factors with

antisocial behaviours, alcohol dependence and

major depressive disorder;

 genetic factors underlie the association between

exposure to traumatic life-events and PG



 There are very few molecular genetic studies of behavioral addictions

 The D2A1 allele of the D2 dopamine receptor gene (DRD2) increases

in frequency from individuals with non-problematic gambling to

pathological gambling and co-occurring pathological gambling and

substance use disorders1

 Several DRD2 gene single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been

associated with personality measures of impulsivity and experimental

measures of behavioral inhibition in healthy volunteers2, but these have

not been evaluated in people with behavioral addictions

 Excessive internet users had higher frequencies of the long-arm allele

(SS) of the serotonin transporter gene (5HTTLPR) than healthy

controls, and this was associated with greater harm avoidance3

1Comings, 1998. Alcohol,16:61-70; 2Hamidovic et al., 2009. Exp Clin Psychopharmacol,17:374-83;
3Lee et al., 2009. J Affect Disorders,109:165-9

Molecular Genetics studies



Lawrence et al., 2009. Addiction

PG and AD groups displayed impairments in risky decision-making and

cognitive impulsivity (tasks linked to ventral prefrontal cortical dysfunction)

relative to controls.



Lifetime estimates of substance use disorders

in behavioral addictions



Comorbidity with other disorders

 Other psychiatric disorders, such as major depressive

disorder, bipolar disorder, obsessive compulsive

disorder, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,

are also commonly reported in association with

behavioral addictions

Presta et al., 2002. Compr Psychiatry,43:7-12

Grant et al., 2010. Am J Drug Alcohol Abuse,33:236-41

Di Nicola et al., 2010. J Affect Disorder,125:82-8

Di Nicola et al., 2010. Progress in NP & BP

Di Nicola et al., 2014. J Affect Disorder,167:285-298



Behavioral addictions: DSM-5

 The DSM-5 included GD in the diagnostic category of

‘Substance-related and Addictive Disorders’ (APA, 2013).

http://www.google.it/url?url=http://www.stateofmind.it/2013/10/diagnosi-disturbipersonalita-dsm5/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=KXEXVI7TGoe9ygOys4K4Aw&ved=0CBYQ9QEwAA&sig2=OKNsYxvS16PhGUjk5JnhYQ&usg=AFQjCNHtdDmnQGZq8NDEQMo6wtJU141yRQ
http://www.google.it/url?url=http://www.stateofmind.it/2013/10/diagnosi-disturbipersonalita-dsm5/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=KXEXVI7TGoe9ygOys4K4Aw&ved=0CBYQ9QEwAA&sig2=OKNsYxvS16PhGUjk5JnhYQ&usg=AFQjCNHtdDmnQGZq8NDEQMo6wtJU141yRQ




The population was made of 1142 girls (40%) and 1711 boys (60%). The age range was 13–20;

the mean age was 16.7, with a standard deviation of 1.9

 Compulsive Buying is the most prevalent disorder (11.3%), followed by Exercise Addiction (8.5%),
Work Addiction (7.6%), Pathological Gambling (7.0%), and Internet Addiction (1.2%)

Adolescent problem behaviour may both reflect an underlying 
disposition toward under controlled behaviour and alter the course 
of adolescent behaviour in a way that increases the likelihood of 

untoward outcomes



 158 bipolar euthymic outpatients vs. 200 matched healthy

controls

 Bipolar diagnosis: BP-I: 71 (45%)

BP-II: 44 (28%)

CtD: 43 (27%)





Di Nicola M. et al., Drug and Alcohol Dependence, 2015



 The aims of the study were to evaluate the occurrence of

behavioral addictions (BAs) in Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD)

subjects and to investigate the role of impulsivity, personality

dimensions and craving.

 95 AUD outpatients (DSM-5) and 140 homogeneous controls

were assessed with diagnostic criteria and specific tests for

gambling disorder, compulsive buying, sexual, internet and

physical exercise addictions, as well as with the Barratt

Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11) and Temperamental and Character

Inventory – Revised (TCI-R). The Obsessive Compulsive

Drinking Scale (OCDS) and Visual Analogue Scale for craving

(VASc) were also administered to the AUD sample.

Di Nicola M. et al., Drug and Alcohol Dependence, 2015

Co-occurrence of AUD and behavioral

addictions: relevance of impulsivity and craving



 28.4% (n=27) of AUD subjects had at least one BA, as compared

to 15% (n=21) of controls (χ2=6.27; p=.014).

Di Nicola M. et al., Drug and Alcohol Dependence, 2015

Co-occurrence of AUD and behavioral

addictions: relevance of impulsivity and craving



 BIS-11 (t=−2.36; p=.020), OCDS obsessive (Z=-4.13; p<.001),

OCDS compulsive (Z=-2.12; p=.034) and VASc (Z=-4.94;

p<.001) scores were higher in AUD subjects with co-occurring

BAs.

Di Nicola M. et al., Drug and Alcohol Dependence, 2015

Co-occurrence of AUD and behavioral

addictions: relevance of impulsivity and craving



 The occurrence of BAs was associated with higher impulsivity

traits (BIS-11 scores; OR=1.08; p=.012) and higher craving

levels (VASc scores; OR=2.48; p<.001).

 Our findings emphasize a significant rate of co-occurrence of

BAs in AUD.

 High levels of impulsivity and craving for alcohol seem to be

associated with other addictive behaviors.

Di Nicola M. et al., Drug and Alcohol Dependence, 2015

Co-occurrence of AUD and behavioral

addictions: relevance of impulsivity and craving



Impulsivity

Compulsive Shopping

Paraphilias

Nonparaphilic

Sexual Addictions

Self-harm 

behaviors

Cluster B 

Personality Disorders

Addictions

• Borderline personality disorder
• Antisocial personality disorder
• Histrionic personality

disorder

• Substance abuse
• Alcohol abuse
• Pathological Gambling
• Other

OCD
TS

PTSD

ADHD

Impulse Control Disorders

Kleptomania
Trichotillomania
Intermittent explosive disorder
Pyromania



 Goodman (1993) proposed that addictive disorders are
manifestations of a single underlying pathology related

to the inability to self-regulate emotional states

 They share characteristic patterns of behaviours such as
impulsivity, craving and sensation seeking (Daghestani

et al., 1996)

Proposals for a unitary 
process -1



 Addictions, whether induced by psychoactive

substances and behaviours, share also common

neurobiological mechanisms, (for reviews: Grant et al.,

2006; Goodman, 2008)

 Activation of the reward pathways and the involvement

of multiple neurotransmitters systems, the

dopaminergic firstly, the endogenous opioids and the

serotoninergic secondly (Keane, 2004)

Proposals for a unitary 
process -2


